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Heaven
Moonpools And Caterpillars

Heaven
Moonpools and Caterpillars

Note:
These are just the basic chords.The picking is pretty simple just listen to the
song!
(P.S. If the lyrics seem weird at some parts well thats just how she sings
it.They re accurate!)
Intro
CGFG
CGFG

C             G          F
I beleive in heaven and know
G                     C       G   F   G
that I should just accept it all
C                                   G
so contempt with the paths that I walk on
F           G     C        G     F    G
surley I should see it all

F
So take care and don t go to far
Fm
I will miss you so
C
and when the ditance grows
G
and the nights are long
F
and your scared at times
G
and you wonder why
F
take care and don t go to far
Fm
I will miss you so
(harmonica solo)
CGFG
CGFG
C                     G                F
I ve looked into the sky 100 hundred times
G                               C          G      F    G
and I ve seen the stars that shine so bright
C                                 G
and I m sure that one of them is you my friend
F                        G                    C      G     F    G



watching and waiting and hoping that I ll be alright

(FOLLOW PATERN)
So take care and don t go to far
I will miss you so
and when the ditance grows
and the nights are long
and your scared at times
and you wonder why
take care and don t go to far
I will miss you so-oh-oh-yayayah
(harmonica solo)

I beleive in heaven and know
that I should just accept it all
so contempt with the paths that I walk on
surley, surley, surely, I should see it all-laaa

So take care and don t go to far
I will miss you so
and when the ditance grows
and the nights are long
and your scared at times
and you wonder why
take care and don t go to far
F                  G            C            G
the road back home is shorter than you know-ah
the road back home is shorter than you know-ah
the road back home is shorter than you know-ah
the road back home is shorter than you know
(harmonica solo)
ha-la-la-la-la-la-la-la-la
END ON C
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